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We Added Stocks, Reduced Cash 
Last week we decided to reinvest the cash that we had raised over the preceding two months. 
We chose, for the most part, to add to existing positions: Europe on a currency-hedged basis 
and Japan on a local currency basis. We also added to US stocks. 

During the week, short-term sentiment hit a pessimistic extreme. Following Monday’s decline, 
our indicator, which combines sentiment with the market’s trend, suggested significantly 
better-than-average odds of stocks being higher three months from now. No indicator is 
foolproof, but tools like this help us to make informed decisions when emotion and volatility 
are high. 

Our decision to add to stock weightings is not just a technical one. It comes down to a 
fundamental call.  Namely: will the recession in the commodity industries (especially oil and 
industrial metals) and the slower growth in China lead to a return to recession in the 
developed world? We think not, but we should examine some of the questions being posed. 

Is the decline in oil and copper prices an indication of declining demand and an 
impending recession? Not in our view. We believe that increased supply is a large driver of 
the decline in these commodity prices, and the resulting lower prices will help spur global 
growth. Ten years of rising prices encouraged significant technological progress and 
investment in new production. Now, lower prices are a transfer of wealth from producers to 
consumers, and in most countries, the benefits outweigh the costs. There is little question that 
the falloff in China’s investments in infrastructure and urbanization has caused a decline in 
demand for industrial materials and machinery, but according to the International Energy 
Agency, China’s demand for oil is growing around 3% year over year. China’s recent de-
coupling of its currency peg from the dollar has also caused concern. In our view, this move is 
China giving itself the freedom to stimulate growth now that the two economies have diverged. 
We see that as a good thing – it looks like smart policy. 

Is the fall in stock prices predicting a recession? For emerging economies, especially 
those tied to commodity production (the poster child would be Brazil), we agree. Emerging 
markets in general regained their 2008 highs in 2011 (point ‘A’ in our Weekly Chart, below) 
and have since fallen some 30%. For the developed world, the picture is very different. Price 
trends remain positive, and so far this looks like a correction. A pattern of lower highs and 
lower lows would be more worrying to us than just the sharp decline we have seen. As you 
can see in the Weekly Chart on page 2, the US endured more significant declines in the 
summers of 2010 and 2011, both of which were the markets’ way of worrying about 
recessions which did not occur, allowing the bull market to continue. We think it is wrong to 
put too much weight on China’s A-share market, which is mostly a vehicle for local 
speculation. In the face of declining growth in China, the A-share market more than doubled 
from last August to June; now, it has given back more than two-thirds of that advance. 

Will the Federal Reserve cause a recession if they raise interest rates? This is very 
unlikely, in our view. It is true that most recessions are preceded by Fed tightening, but not 
when they are beginning to raise rates in response to an economy that is creating jobs and 
not producing inflation. The Yellen Fed has been very public about its desire to allow growth  
to continue. 

 

Rod Smyth 
CHIEF INVESTMENT STRATEGIST 
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A De-Synchronized World: 
we have been struck by how 
much the world economy 

has de-coupled since 2008. 
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